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Delta variant puts a strain on U.S.
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/27/delta-variant-puts-a-strain-on-u-s/
August 27, 2021

Whitney Ervin, Features Editor
When Biden announced in January his goal was to have 100 million doses of the COVID-19
vaccine administered within the first 100 days of his presidency, there seemed to be a light at
the end of the tunnel.
Many on social media were declaring the summer of 2021 to be ‘hot vax summer’ and for the
first time in a year we were all able to let out a sigh of relief. Finally, we would be going back
to normal. Gone would be the seemingly endless days of Zoom meetings and Netflix binges.
Many states, including Alabama, began to loosen mask and social distancing restrictions as
more vaccinations were administered.
Then, along came the Delta variant. Primed and ready to put a slight damper on the hope of
returning to normalcy.
The CDC wrote about the Delta variant, “In late June, our 7-day moving average
of reported cases was around 12,000. On July 27, the 7-day moving average of cases
reached over 60,000. This case rate looked more like the rate of cases we had seen before
the vaccine was widely available.”
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The Delta variant is now the predominant variant in the United States and is more infectious
than the original virus. It is all a bit much to digest all at once, and with the pandemic already
breeding a fair bit of confusion it’s tempting to throw our hands up in defeat.
Quick Facts about the Delta Variant
According to the CDC, by the end of July over 80% of new cases of COVID-19 were
attributed to the Delta variant.
The Delta variant is 50% more contagious than the original strain which first plummeted
the United States into the pandemic.
Those who are unvaccinated have the greatest risk of serious illness or death.
Breakthrough infections in those who have received the vaccine have been reported
but are rare.
Those with the vaccine can be asymptomatic but still spread the virus.
The CDC recommends wearing a mask in public spaces even if you have been fully
vaccinated.
A common question on everyone’s mind is, “What can I do to stay safe?”
First and foremost, the CDC is recommending anyone who is still unvaccinated to receive
the vaccine. While there have been some breakthrough cases, they’re not nearly as common
as those without the vaccine. Still the vaccine provides a strong defense against the virus.
Those who have received the vaccine are less likely to fall seriously ill if they are one of the
few who suffer from breakthrough infections. Many pharmacies are administering the vaccine
on a walk-in basis. The RMC/JSU Student Health Center will begin offering vaccine
appointments on Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning on August 17.
The CDC’s advice on how to keep yourself and loved ones safe does not venture much from
the advice we all received when the original strain of COVID-19 first began spreading. It is
advised to continue wearing a mask in public spaces if you’ve not received the vaccine. UC
Davis health recommends wearing a mask even if you are currently fully vaccinated,
especially when venturing into public spaces or gatherings where the vaccination status of
others is unknown.
It is easy to succumb to the urge to throw caution to the wind. After over a year and a half of
dealing with the pandemic, many are experiencing fatigue with the whole situation. It is
important to remember that in situations such as this, considering your own safety also
impacts those around us. To quote the classic High School Musical, “We’re all in this
together.”
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Heavy traffic causes a jam to the new semester
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/26/heavy-traffic-causes-a-jam-to-the-new-semester/
August 27, 2021

Abigail Harrison, News Editor
For JSU students, the semester started off on a stressful foot because of the heavy traffic
and lack of available parking on campus, leaving many to wonder why this was not
prevented or addressed.
Frustrations were on the rise during the first week of classes when construction on Church
Avenue NE caused the closure of some entrances to Stone Center, Houston Cole and other
facilities. The closure took several students by surprise because proper notification of which
entrances would be closed was not given. So, students travelling the normal routes to their
morning classes had to turn around in the middle of the road to try to make it on time.
In addition to the closure of Church Avenue, lack of available parking spots caused parking
lots to quickly fill up with cars trying to get to and from class. Students sat with their cars
running for twenty or thirty minutes waiting to find an open spot. In result, many were late on
the first day of class, which is not how any student wanted to start the semester.
Adam Hood, who just started his first semester at JSU, admits that he wishes his first day of
classes went smoother.
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“With Church Avenue being closed and there being only one way in and out of the area, it
took thirty or forty minutes just to get out of my parking spot at 9:45, and I had another class
at 10:00,” said Hood.
Students are not the only ones frustrated. JSU staff members have also noticed the negative
effects the traffic is having on the students and classroom atmosphere.
“On the first day of class … about half of my students showed up late, some of them twenty
to thirty minutes into class, because of the traffic,” said Dr. Teresa Reed, English Professor.
Students are being very vocal with their frustrations and want to know why these issues were
not prevented. They want to know why construction on Church Avenue could not have been
done at a different time, such as during the summer. Also, the university was aware of the
amount of new students coming to campus this semester and should have made proper
parking arrangements before the first day of class.
Ashleigh Hicks, junior at JSU, agrees and believes that the university should place its focus
on building new parking facilities for students before taking on other projects.
“We are in desperate need for more parking spots before we create other buildings that
people will need to park to get into,” said Hicks.
Additionally, to make traffic smoother, the university could have given students a notice of the
expected problems in advance so that they could have planned accordingly. Placing police
officers to direct traffic at the main points of campus would have created a much smoother
traffic flow.
Instead, students were left to navigate the dangerous road conditions on their own, leading
to several accidents around campus. One specific incident was a car wreck that happened in
front of Stone Center on the first day of class. The accident caused more lane closures and
traffic jams.
Though anxiety is still high because of the traffic, hopefully students can see these issues
resolve soon as everyone learns how to navigate the now hectic campus. Students are also
being encouraged by the administration to walk to class when possible to help with parking.
English Instructor, Ms. Katelyn Walker, wants students to know that the staff members
understand that this is a stressful time and are here to support them.
“We have gotten a lot of encouragement from the administration to be generous with
students being late and missing things in class if they are stuck in traffic,” said Walker. “The
administration is on your side, and they know that what’s happening is difficult.”
Ms. Walker wants students to have a great semester and encourages them to “have grace,
be patient, and look for reasons to be thankful.”
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Gloomy day unable to keep the Spirit on Mountain Street
away
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/23/gloomy-day-unable-to-keep-the-spirit-on-mountain-street-away/
August 23, 2021

Abigail Harrison, Correspondent
Members of the Jacksonville community came out on Thursday, August 19 to support the
annual Spirit on Mountain Street.
The event, which started fifteen years ago, began as a way to raise funds for the
Jacksonville Christian Outreach Center (JCOC) and has grown into a community-wide event
that offers fun activities for all ages.
Spirit on Mountain Street is co-hosted by the Aligned Insurance Agency and the JSU Student
Government Association to benefit an important cause. All of the proceeds of the event go to
support the JCOC, a nonprofit organization that provides assistance to local families that are
in need. The organization offers several services such as financial help with utility bills, food,
clothing, school supplies, and medical treatment. JCOC also helps families during the
holidays by sponsoring families for Christmas, providing meals and toys for children.
The work the JCOC is doing to help the community is important to the Aligned Insurance
Agency, and Cathy Lilio, event coordinator of Spirit on Mountain Street, especially enjoys
seeing the organization’s work in action.
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“It is of huge importance to the community. It makes such an impact,” said Lilio. “I’ve done
the Toyland for about three or four years and just seeing the families that come through in
need and how much it helps them makes it all worth everything it takes to put this event
together.”
The event started at 6 p.m. with “Taste of the Town,” a taster’s fair featuring several local
restaurants such as Effina’s, Baja, Yomato, and many more. Participants of the event could
purchase tickets for one dollar each to use at their desired booths, having the ability to create
a plate ranging from fried rice to pizza.
In addition to “Taste of the Town,” several food trucks and non-food vendors were set up for
customers to make individual purchases with cash or card. Some of these vendors include
Buff City Soap, Bloom Blu’s Boutique, and Candyland Shaved Ice.
Spirit on Mountain Street had other fun activities for people of all ages to enjoy such as a
cornhole tournament, a hot dog eating contest, and a kid zone. People could also watch
performances by the Kitty Stone Singers, the JSU Jazz Combo, and the JSU Steel Band.
The night ended with a free concert on Burgess-Snow Field by country music artist Michael
Ray. The stadium was filled with members of the community and JSU students- all excited to
watch Ray. Everyone was electrified when he performed some of his hit songs like “Whiskey
and Rain” and “Kiss You in the Morning.” The concert was a perfect way to end such an
important event that brought enjoyment and entertainment to the community.
It was really special to see all of the people who participated in Spirit on Mountain Street
despite the weather conditions and other setbacks. However, Lilio expected nothing less
from the Jacksonville community, which is filled with love and support for its members.
“This year because of COVID and everything, we did run into some snags because people
were short staffed and sick and things like that, but as you can see, we still pulled it together.
We have a really good community that loves to help each other,” said Lilio.
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Jacksonville State soccer dominates Jackson State in
first home contest
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/27/jacksonville-state-soccer-dominates-jackson-state-in-first-home-contest/
August 27, 2021

Preston Odam, Correspondent
JSU faced off against JSU in Jacksonville State’s soccer home opener against the Tigers of
Jackson State. The Gamecocks won in a 2-0 victory Sunday, August 22.
This match made for a nice recovery after the Gamecocks fell in their first game of the
season at the University of Alabama. Jacksonville State came out the gates especially
aggressive ending with 19 total shots on goal compared to just 6 by Jackson State.
Within the fifth minute of the game, Jacksonville State had their first goal after junior Ali
Thomas knocked in the first goal off an assist from freshman Katie Moore. Ali Thomas
eventually would end the match with a team high four shots.
While still leading 1-0, Nyeemah Prescod-Beckles came off the bench and connected on the
second goal for the Gamecocks in minute 63. This was Beckles’ first goal as a Gamecock,
and she finished the game with three shots on goal.
Jacksonville State soccer coach Neil Macdonald complimented his top performers to the Jax
State Sports Information Department when he stated, “Ali Thomas always deserves to get a
goal because of her work ethic. She is just ready to bounce on anything and she closes on
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the ball really well. I thought Nyeemah Prescod-Beckles had a really good goal. She really
looks like a different kid from last year and she is really confident and you can tell she has
the ability.”
Jacksonville State had multiple other exceptional performers in the game as well. Briana
Eads and Anna Catherine Mikkelson both added three shots. While freshman Kylie Wells
added a pair of shots as well.
Jacksonville State faces off against Alabama State in Montgomery Friday, August 27, at 6
p.m. on the Alabama State home field. The Gamecocks return home for a match against
another instate foe in the Alabama A&M Bulldogs on Sunday, August 29, at 1 p.m.
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Hot Take: holding Disney accountable
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/27/hot-take-holding-disney-accountable/
August 27, 2021

Whitney Ervin, Features Editor
Disney has been at the forefront of entertainment for decades. When the company
purchased Marvel in 2009 for $4 billion, they quickly made their money back and then some.
Their expansion of the Marvel Cinematic Universe has become the stuff of Hollywood
legend.
One of the players of this universe is Scarlett Johansson. The Oscar-nominated actress
made her debut as Natasha Romanoff/Black Widow in 2010 in Iron Man 2 and has been a
staple in the franchise ever since. The highly anticipated solo Black Widow film was released
on July 9 on both Disney+ and in theatres across the globe.
On July 29, Johansson and her representatives filed a lawsuit against the media giant
claiming the release of the film on Disney+ breached her contract. Furthermore, she alleges
Disney refused to renegotiate her contract upon deciding to simultaneously release the film
on their streaming service.
There has since been a war of words between the actress’s reps and the media giant.
Johansson is a certified Hollywood heavyweight in her own right, and it’s easy to write this
lawsuit off as greed. However, just a bit more digging reveals there is a darkness lingering
over Disney’s famously squeaky-clean reputation.
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In a statement to the Wall Street Journal her attorney John Berlinski said, “This will surely not
be the last case where Hollywood talent stands up to Disney.”
In recent years, Disney has slowly begun amassing a huge catalog of work. There’s hardly
anything they’re not connected to in some way, but they seem to be building this empire off
the backs of others.
In April of 2021, the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America formed a task force with
many other professional writing associations called #DisneyMustPay Task Force which
includes heavyweight writers such as Neil Gaiman. In their statement, they include a list of
media Disney has released in which authors have had contracts breached or were never
paid for their work at all. The list is staggering and includes very well-known works such as
Indiana Jones, Star Wars novelization, and Spider-Man.
Star Wars actor John Boyega alleged his role in the franchise was diminished because of his
race. Although Boyega never took Disney to court, his statements shined a light on an issue
Disney has often glossed over.
In an interview with GQ in 2020, he said, “What I say to Disney is do not market a black
character as important and then push them aside.”
‘What does all of this have to do with Johansson?’ one might ask. The answer is simple:
accountability.
Johansson is a very powerful actress, and this lawsuit could potentially go on to protect
those who do not have the same power to take on Disney. Members of minorities like John
Boyega or those who don’t have the spotlight like those writers who filed grievances with the
#DisneyMustPay Task Force.
Everyone loves Disney, and there’s no doubt they’ve provided endless entertainment to
generations. Likely, they will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. Johansson’s lawsuit
highlights a very important thing Disney has forgotten along the way. They’re nothing without
talent bringing their content to life, and people will not continuously accept being taken
advantage of.
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Meet the editor: Thomas Ashworth
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/26/meet-the-editor-thomas-ashworth/
August 26, 2021

Thomas Ashworth, Sports Editor
Hey guys! My name is Thomas Ashworth and I’m so excited to be serving as the Sports
Editor for The Chanticleer this year! I’m a junior majoring in communication with a focus in
broadcasting and a minor in sports management. Along with working with The Chanticleer, I
am a member of Zeta Phi Eta, the Marching Southerners and also work with 91.9 WLJS,
JSU’s campus radio station.
I began writing for The Chanticleer in 2020. While writing primarily about sports, I also
covered some news stories. Writing for The Chanticleer has paved the way for me to meet
so many great people and get even more involved in everything JSU has to offer.
Along with the endless connections The Chanticleer has allowed me to make, it has also
helped prepare me for the future in so many ways. I have learned not only how to write and
edit, but also how to use my social skills and how to talk to others effectively.
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Meet the editor: Whitney Ervin
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/08/26/meet-the-editor-whitney-ervin/
August 26, 2021

Whitney Ervin, Features Editor
Whitney Ervin is the Features Editor for The Chanticleer. She is majoring in communication
with a concentration in digital journalism and minoring in English. She is currently a junior
and is very excited to have made it this far.
She was born and raised in Heflin, Ala. and graduated from Cleburne County High School in
2016 where she was the senior editor of her high school yearbook.
Previously, Whitney volunteered as a correspondent at The Chanticleer for the arts and
entertainment section in spring and fall of 2020. It was her first experience writing for a
newspaper. With support from her peers and editors she realized she could also potentially
make journalism her career.
This next step as an editor for the paper is exciting for Whitney. She looks forward to working
with her peers to bring more content to the paper and helping guide other students as they
learn more about their craft as well.
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